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BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
OUR VALUE PROPOSITION
Pueo is committed to delivering differentiating customer value through innovation, education, and expertise. We
do so, by integrating the following principles into each of our engagements.

Provide immediately-available,
innovative technologies to advance
mission Day 1 through PoP End.

Guide customer completion of
targeted learning opportunities to
assume and sustain operations.

Offer only the best experts who
hold the right credentials AND the
relevant experiences for success.

Our portfolio of innovative Day-1 tools allows us to deliver immediate value while helping our customers better
understand their technology needs, without additional costs, licenses, or system accreditation dependencies. Our
Pueo Academy guides customers through a targeted learning experience, building customer-resident capability for
vendor independence. Our unrivaled compensation package, employee development programs, and social-career
experience fuel Pueo’s talent management … if we can’t offer the best experts, we won’t pursue an effort.

OUR SERVICES
Through proprietary tools, techniques, and experience, we deliver mission-contextualized solutions to operationalize
industry-transforming advancements, while protecting against evolving internal and external threats.
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OUR CUSTOMERS
Pueo solutions consistently generate mission results, helping diverse customers overcome complex challenges.

“Proven Business Analytics and Information Technology Experts.” - Dell

THE TEAM
Our portfolio of diverse experiences spans the military, government, academia, and business environments where
our team has acquired unparalleled insight, skillsets, and relationships. We are proud to serve those who have
served to keep our nation safe, employing veterans from many diverse service backgrounds. Our dedication to
National Security endeavors require that we possess and maintain the requisite clearances at the highest levels
(most with current TS//SCI and polygraphs). Four former government executives and numerous members who
served across all GG levels offer unrivaled perspectives into government operations. In addition to numerous
advanced degrees, our members maintain relevant certifications and merit through the highest awards.

COMMUNITY SERVICE
So many members of our team are the beneficiaries of a Security Clearance – which opened so many career
doors. We are committed to paying this forward, while introducing greater thought diversity into National Security.
Service Objective: Help members of disadvantaged communities achieve careers in National Security.
Pueo strives to build awareness, appreciation, and readiness for all the Intelligence Community entails. We provide
mentorship, tuition, funded training, and job opportunities to help our IC fledglings achieve fulfilling careers. Beyond
job opportunities alone, our efforts help to instill the discipline and moral fabric that is necessary to be entrusted with
our nation’s secrets (ranging from financial responsibility, to social media, to substance abuse).

SOCIO-ECONOMIC DESIGNATIONS
A Small-Disadvantaged Business, Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business, HUBZone* and 8(a) Programs
Participant, we help Federal and DoD agencies achieve their socio-economic contracting goals. However, our value
does not lie in our designations – rather, we view our designations ONLY relevant as efficient contractual means for
us to deliver overwhelming value to our customers.

Did you know that through DoD’s Indian Incentive Program, prime contractors who sub-contract work to Pueo
(a Native Hawaiian Owned company) can earn a 5% rebate on all DoD work sub-contracted to Pueo?
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